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A personal response to Strange Days - John Hayward, artist. 

 

The current exhibition showing at the Newmarch Gallery entitled Strange Days brings together six artists 

involved in the Prospect Art Action Network who have created works that respond to, or maybe more 

correctly, have emerged from the experience of living through a major pandemic. Many artists make work 

all the time so their themes, materials and approaches to art making are probably not much different 

during a pandemic than at other times but the restrictions of isolation, new social rules and alternative 

realities can imbue works made during such a period with enhanced and nuanced meaning. The artists in 

this show workshopped their ideas as a group and even though each of their approaches and outcomes are 

quite different an unspoken thread runs through the work. 

 

Sarah Northcott’s intimate watercolours of scenes that are probably not far from her home are an example 

of how an artist’s gaze can find interest in the mundane and very local. Northcott’s almost abstract 

patches of watery shapes and muted colour swim on the paper to coalesce in the viewers eye as trees, 

fences, signs and buildings, and hint of an intimate relationship with these familiar objects heightened by 

the current restrictions. 

 

Youngsoon Jin’s collage of several sheets of paper with, what appear to be, graphite inscribed land and hill 

profiles are actually infilled line graphs that represent numbers of daily Covid infections over time. Jin’s 

two favoured mediums for her art making are paper/card installations and graphite pencils and in this 

untitled work the paper sheets have been re-assembled to form a fractured portal which frame a void. The 

arrangement focuses the eye and mind upon the void which is encircled by the darkness of the graphite 

graphs. The aesthetic of this vision that Jin has presented to us has a Zen-like quality with the promise of 

some kind of enlightenment if one can only gain understanding of the esoteric puzzle setup by the mark-

making, the frame and the void. 

 

We all love sticks but Gus Clutterbuck’s giclee prints that focus upon these simple natural elements hint of 

a darker and deeper association with these objects. A ‘stick figure’ is broken and emaciated within a 

confined domestic space; a row of sticks menacingly stand over a child’s drawing of a human figure; the 

skull and cross-bones motif is transposed into a stick and, possibly Jim Dine inspired, heart emblem. These 

seemingly simple and spontaneous works are actually the result of intense processes. Small drawings are 

scanned or photographed, digitally manipulated, increased in scale and then inkjet printed into large 

formats. The results highlight Clutterbuck’s graphic abilities and sensibility. 

 



 

 

Many of us like to window shop. The shop window is a public space that invites us to look into a 

manufactured and often theatrical space and dream about consumption and ownership. Peter Lindon took 

the opportunity to walk the lonely pandemic induced night streets of his local trading strip and photograph 

the shop facades with their different characters, textures and materials. In Lindon’s images the windows 

are filled with intimate objects, increased in scale as though one is secretly peeping into a private intimate 

space. Large opulent pearls drape over velvet; naked bronze breasts shine in the night light; and large 

colourful feathers fill the shop - a seductive utopian vision maybe for bleak times. 

 

Cathy Brooks’ view of a pandemic induced world is fractured and uncomfortable. A Hockneyesque 

roadscape is assembled from multiple images and perspectives but with empty spaces that allows us to fill 

the voids with our own ideas. Another surreal landscape is patched together with mis-matching elements, 

some slightly out-of-focus and some unexpected forms, while a stark, almost brutal, Memphis-type urban 

environment is overlaid and infilled with abstract shapes and textures. There might be humans in these 

shapes and spaces but they are not desirable places to be, much like a post-pandemic world. 

 

The 3D works in this show by Katie Harten juxtapose the natural world with raw industrial forms. Bullet 

shaped pieces of rusted steel pipe with their ends beaten closed, parade on plinths like old soldiers, their 

corroded exteriors softened by the occasional pink feather. In another assemblage, coronavirus-like seed 

heads are delicately highlighted with fluorescent paint and placed in a rusted iron dish (petri dish?) or a 

bottomless bath, some imprisoned, some floating free and virulent. There is something eerily beautiful 

about these ephemeral forms but ultimately this is a guns and roses vision of the world which hints at the 

futility of fighting the virus. 

 

For most of the population the notion of self-isolating and social distancing during the pandemic has been 

strange and difficult. For many artists though it has been business as usual but with a renewed focus and 

an increased visual and metaphorical vocabulary. The days may be strange but the artistic possibilities are 

increasing. 


